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Enhance the learning experience with holograms!

LIFE-SIZED HOLOGRAMS.
WITHOUT GLASSES!
Have you ever felt that 2D images
are not enough?
With the e-REAL holograms,
learners are completely immersed
in a 3D scenario where they can
interact by natural gestures –
without the constraint of wearing
glasses, gloves or headsets.

Thanks to e-REAL,
advanced medical
education reaches its
best by interactive
3D holographic
visualization
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Imagine having 3D
visualizations float in
space!

Imagine having virtual
guests and testimonials
on your stage!

Imagine talking
directly with a virtual
guest, in a live session!
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What are e-REAL holograms?

With the e-REAL Holograms,
content is intuitive and interactive.

Main benefits:
- Communication of 		
complex information
- Intuitive visualization
- Lower cognitive load
- Improved medical
instruction
- Quick and easy
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The holographic effect is achieved
by a cutting-edge technology,
that sets new standards for image
definition and luminosity allowing both images’ brightness
and high definition even in a full of
light environment.
3D digital holograms could be
pre-recorded or even live, to bring
virtual to life.
Can you imagine how powerful and
effective is to talk lively and in real
time with an expert broadcasting
1,000 miles away?
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How do e-REAL Holograms work?

e-REAL digital holograms allow
people to view fully parallax 3D
images from every angle. So our
holograms show details that can’t
be viewed on books or even in
traditional holograms that are
horizontal parallax only.
e-REAL holograms are cutting
edge, captivate audiences, don’t
require glasses and offer an
unparalleled degree of interactivity.
Learners can see around a
hologram from all angles, gaining
rich insights and deep educational
results.
So we can show organs and human
systems in a real-life fashion,
enabling learners to deal with
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challenging cases easily and from
multiple perspectives.
e-REAL holograms are
autostereoscopic and fully parallax,
so cognitively they are directly
translated to a mental image - while
traditional holograms, as well as
2D textbook handouts, require 3D
reconstruction within the working
memory. So, less efforts and better
results thanks to the e-REAL
holograms!
Last but not least, the e-REAL
holographic system can work
in almost any venue, and the
broadband consumption is very low
thanks to a smart solution recently
patented.
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